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2.0 Executive Summary
Since its inception in 1995, the Tree Advisory Committee (TAC) of the Municipality of
Port Hope has provided advice to Municipal Council and Staff regarding municipal tree
maintenance, removal and enhancement. The TAC is unique in Northumberland County
and uncommon in the Province of Ontario.

The Council of the Corporation of the
Municipality of Port Hope recognizes
that trees beautify the landscape,
reduce the impact of extremes in
weather, provide habitat for wildlife,
add value to property and contribute to
a healthy environment.
By‐law 42/2011 as amended by By‐law 33/2013

In
2012,
the
TAC
began
enthusiastically
to
develop
a
Municipal Forest Master Plan (MFMP)
for both the urban and rural areas of
the Municipality. A vision, mission
and goal statement for the MFMP was
developed
and
presented
to
Municipal Council and Staff in April
2012.

The Draft MFMP was presented to Municipal Council and Staff in July 2013 to be
published for public review and consultation during August and September 2013. Two
Open Houses were held, along with a display at the Port Hope Fall Fair. Comments
submitted and their disposition by TAC members and Staff were presented in the staff
report to Council along with the final version of the MFMP.
Vision:
“By 2020, the Municipality of Port Hope will have created a renewed and
dynamic community forest that highlights a mixture of trees honouring
our historical past while providing targeted groves that give prominence
to specific features such as entrance ways, heritage sites, the Ganaraska
River and our waterfront.”
Mission:
“Develop, on behalf of the residents of the Municipality of Port Hope, a
comprehensive action plan to enhance the strategic themes of Liveability
and Sustainability through the
Green infrastructure is defined as
maintenance and creation of green
natural vegetation that collectively
infrastructure.”
provides society with a broad array
of products and services for healthy
living.
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Goals:
1. Sustain the forest cover (urban and rural) for the benefit of the environment for
both current and future populations through planting diversity, active
management and information sharing.
2. Enhance the entrances to the Municipality through transportation corridor tree
planting strategies and coordinated beautification planting.
3. Create community enthusiasm and commitment to trees through public and key
player involvement in the master planning process and its implementation.
4. Develop an overall planting plan for the entire Municipal urban and rural forest
areas emphasizing the value of trees to the community.
Because it is an action plan, the MFMP contains only seven recommendations, each
linked to the four identified goals. The MFMP offers the purpose, partners, timeline and
measures of success for each of the following recommendations:
1. Inventory all trees within the urban area located on municipally owned
properties including road right‐of‐ways.
2. Create and implement a natural heritage system and strategy for the
Municipality of Port Hope.
3. Enhance the entrances to the Municipality through transportation corridor tree
planting strategies and coordinated beautification planting.
4. Create community enthusiasm and commitment to trees through the delivery
of programs that involve the residents of the Municipality.
5. Enhance maintenance and planting of trees on Municipal properties.
6. Develop a recommended, adaptable species list and priority planting areas on
Municipal properties.
7. Establish and maintain urban/rural tree canopy coverage of 40%.
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Some of the actions required to accomplish the above recommendations have been
initiated. Examples include:
•
•
•
•

A Trees of Distinction program was initiated in 2012 (see Appendix 1) and it
was continued in 2013;
Inventorying of Municipal street trees is underway and all available data is
being collected and integrated into a GIS/GPS system;
Planting of Municipal street trees in 2012 and 2013 emphasizes entrances
and streetscapes;
Earth Day, a joint Environmental and Tree Advisory Committees’ activity in
2013 resulted in trees being planted in Port Hope parkland, creating and
strengthening community enthusiasm and partnerships for trees.

No plan would be complete without a costing forecast therefore the MFMP includes an
estimated costing forecast which may vary depending on approvals, priorities and
schedule for implementation.
It is noted that the MFMP was developed at no additional costs to the taxpayers of the
Municipality of Port Hope by volunteers working within the approved municipal and
agency budgets. To accomplish the Vision of a renewed and enhanced forest in Port
Hope by the year 2020, some additional budget allocations will be required.
The MFMP strives to enhance the Municipality of Port Hope Council’s strategic themes
of Liveability and Sustainability of the Corporate Strategic Plan and it recognizes the
value of public and private partnerships in achieving the greatest enhancements to Port
Hope’s green infrastructure.
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3.0 Introduction
The Municipality of Port Hope is located on the north shore of Lake Ontario within
Northumberland County, and is 279 km2 in size. With a population of 16,214 in 2011, the
Municipality has a population density of 58.1 persons per square kilometer. This
population resides in 6,552 residential dwellings (Statistics Canada, 2013). The
Municipality of Port Hope urban (Ward 1) and rural (Ward 2) heritage is a focus in the
community’s dedication to preserving the past. Port Hope has widespread recognition
for architectural conservation including "best‐preserved Main Street in Ontario" and
features over 270 designated heritage buildings, the highest number per capita in
Canada. The Municipality’s urban core is surrounded by spectacular rambling rural
countryside with farmland, rural hamlets, the Ganaraska River and the Ganaraska Forest.
The natural heritage of the Municipality, as identified in the Official Plan, is comprised of
woodland, wetland, Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSI) and the Oak Ridges
Moraine (Figure 1 and 2). Throughout the Municipality, forests make up 35.36% of the
land cover (Figure 3). This amount was derived through aerial photo interpretation using
the Ecological Land Classification system process. This system does not include tree
cover that lines municipal roads or is found in hedgerows or field fence bottoms. Trees
lining urban and rural roads have an important value which includes windbreak
functions, aesthetic value, wildlife habitat and linkages and cultural heritage values.
Tree planting is an investment in
the future. We are global stewards
with responsibility for our natural
heritage. In light of climate change
our future will depend on trees, our
forest cover and biodiversity to
survive.

The value of trees in responding to
climate change
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Sequester carbon
Increase diversity
Assist in groundwater recharge and
filtration
Reduce erosion
Increase wildlife habitat and
assistance in migration/movement.
Regulate local climate
Absorb atmospheric pollution
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Figure 1: Urban area natural heritage features
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Figure 2: Rural area natural heritage features
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Figure 3: Forest cover within the Municipality of Port Hope
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4.0

Tree Advisory Committee and a Municipal Forest Master Plan

Since 1995 the Tree Advisory Committee (TAC) to the Municipality of Port Hope has
provided advice to Municipal Council and Staff regarding policies, programs and, when
requested to, provided advice on assessments recognizing the value of trees on public
property in the Municipality. Further, the TAC promotes the value and benefits of trees
through public education. The work of the TAC is done under the mission statement “To
promote the planting, preservation and care of trees on Municipal property” as set out
in Schedule “A” to By‐Law No. 42/2011, being a By‐law to Establish and Adopt the Terms
of Reference for a Tree Advisory Committee for the Corporation of the Municipality of
Port Hope.
In order to assist Municipal Council and Staff in undertaking actions to promote, protect
and enhance trees on public property throughout the Municipality, the TAC
recommended the creation of a Municipal Forest Master Plan. Support was given by
Council on May 1, 2012 by Resolution No. 47/2012 to proceed with creating this Plan.
The creation of a MFMP is underlined by the philosophy that trees add immeasurable
value to the Port Hope community through environmental sustainability, economic
development, human health, community character and overall quality of life.
Vision of the MFMP: By 2020, the Municipality of Port Hope will have created a renewed
and dynamic community forest that highlights a mixture of trees honouring our
historical past while providing targeted groves that give prominence to specific features
such as entrance ways, heritage sites, the Ganaraska River and our waterfront.
Mission of the MFMP: Develop, on behalf of the residents of the Municipality of Port
Hope, a comprehensive action plan to enhance the strategic themes of Liveability and
Sustainability through the maintenance and creation of green infrastructure.
Green infrastructure is defined as natural vegetation that collectively provides society
with a broad array of products and services for healthy living.

5.0

Need for a Municipal Forest Master Plan

A new strategic direction for trees is required to meet healthy living and environmental
needs in the 21st Century. Changes in the earth’s climate and new environmental stresses
affect our tree cover and therefore the sustainability of our natural environment. It has
been argued that trees are the most critical element of our natural world to mitigate the
processes now converging in worldwide climate change.
A plan is needed to engage many willing partners in creating a renewed green
infrastructure in Port Hope. Preserving heritage trees, cultural landscapes and recreating
the biodiversity of native forests are topics of interest and action in Port Hope.
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There are also numerous threats to trees on municipal property proving the need for an
MFMP. It is acknowledged that threats to privately owned forests within the
Municipality, although similar in some aspects, do differ. Table 1 identifies some of the
current threats to trees on Municipal property and should be reviewed annually. For
example, the presence of the invasive, tree‐killing, Emerald Ash Borer in the Port Hope
Conservation Area was confirmed by the Canadian Food and Agriculture Agency (CFIA) in
the summer of 2013.
Table 1. Threats to Municipal Trees
Human
♦ Road salt
♦ Ditch/road right of way maintenance
♦ Recreational use/public access
♦ Vandalism
♦ Planting practices
♦ Mowing practices
♦ Port Hope Area Initiative clean‐up
process
Invasive Species/ Insects
♦ Cedar Leaf Miner
♦ Emerald Ash Borer
♦ Pine Shoot Beetle (Scots Pine)
♦ Brown Marmorated Stink Bug
♦ Dutch elm bark beetle
♦ Black Locust beetle
♦ Sirex Wood Wasp (Pine)
♦ Hickory Bark Beetle
♦ Jack Pine Budworm
♦ Gypsy Moth (Oaks)
♦ Butternut Canker
♦ Eastern Spruce Gall Adelgid
♦ Beech Scale Bark Disease
♦ American Chestnut Blight
♦ Dog Strangling Vine
♦ Pine Tube Moth (White Pine)
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Climate
♦ Drought and precipitation extremes
♦ Variation in snow or ice cover /
accumulation
♦ Variability in temperature
♦ Air pollution
♦ Forest fires

Wildlife
♦ Deer browsing
♦ Rodent

damage
damage

♦ Porcupine
♦ Birds
♦ Beavers
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6.0

Recommendations

The recommendations contained within this MFMP are based on the following four
overall goals. Recommendations will identify which goals are satisfied when
implementation occurs.
Goal 1: Sustain the forest cover (urban and rural) for the benefit of the environment for
both current and future populations through planting diversity, active management and
information sharing.
Goal 2: Enhance the entrances to the Municipality through transportation corridor tree
planting strategies and coordinated beautification planting.
Goal 3: Create community enthusiasm and commitment to trees through public and key
player involvement in the master planning process and its implementation.
Goal 4: Develop an overall planting plan for the entire Municipal urban and rural forest
areas emphasizing the value of trees to the community.
Recommendation 1: Inventory all trees within the urban area located on municipally
owned properties including road right‐of‐ways.
Purpose: In order to properly maintain and enhance tree cover within the urban area, an
inventory that was initiated in 2012 needs to be completed to better understand the
abundance, diversity and condition of existing trees. This inventory can help to plan for
future enhancement, replacement and response to threats such as tree pests. The
inventory needs to be continually updated and recorded on a GIS system to address
ongoing changes and additions such as new subdivisions. This inventory will include
larger municipal land holdings such as parks and green spaces.
Partners: Municipality, TAC, GRCA, community groups, schools, general public
Priority: High

Timeline: December 2015

Satisfies Goal 1 and 3

Measure of Success:
♦ Complete initial inventory of trees and shrubs on municipally owned properties
within the urban area.
♦ Quality data collected by capable staff and volunteers.
♦ Accessible and usable data in a digital and visual format that can be easily
updated.
♦ Trees planted in 2013 recorded in GIS/GPS system.
♦ Cooperation with private partners such as Trinity College School and Ontario
Power Generation to share reliable tree inventory data.
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Recommendation 2: Create and implement a natural heritage system strategy for the
Municipality of Port Hope.
Purpose: To be able to create a meaningful planting
strategy/plan for the rural area, a natural heritage
system needs to be created. This has been
completed and approved by the Ganaraska Region
Conservation Authority (GRCA Resolution 27/13). A
natural heritage system accounts for existing forest
cover, and through computer modeling, identifies
areas that are the most important to plant in order
to increase the overall function of a forest (e.g.,
increasing connectivity or forest interior). The
strategy is a document that identifies issues and
recommends actions to be undertaken in order to
realize the system. In the future a natural heritage
system and strategy specifically for the urban area
could be considered. Implementation of a natural
heritage strategy would primarily involve private
property.

The values of a natural
heritage system include:
• Increased resilience in a
natural system (e.g.,
forest)
• Reducing the impacts of
stresses (e.g., climate
change and invasive
species)
• Connecting landscapes
and habitat patches
• Allowing movement of
species (flora and fauna)
• Maintaining and improving
ecological functions

Partners: GRCA, Municipality (Council and Staff of Parks, Planning and Works
departments), Tree and Environmental Advisory Committees, County, Trees Ontario
Foundation, Northumberland Land Trust, Northumberland Stewardship, Ontario Power
Generation, private landowners
Priority: High

Timeline: December 2014

Satisfies Goal 4

Measure of Success:
♦ Completion of the GRCA natural heritage system and strategy.
♦ Consideration of the natural heritage system and strategy developed by the
GRCA in the Municipality of Port Hope Official Plan, planning documents and
programs where applicable.
♦ Implementation of the natural heritage system as developed by the GRCA.
♦ Support the GRCA in implementation of Watershed Plans and the Natural
Heritage Strategy
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Recommendation 3: Enhance the entrances to the Municipality through
transportation corridor tree planting strategies and coordinated beautification
planting.
Purpose: In order to reflect the cultural and historical community character of the
Municipality, entrance ways (gateways) and transportation corridors need to be
enhanced with native tree and shrubs species. This will increase the quality of life for
municipal residents and provide for an attractive welcoming atmosphere for visitors.
This recommendation also considers the historic trees along the roadways within the
Municipality through the engagement of private landowners.
Partners: Municipality (Works, Parks, Tourism), TAC, County, MTO, GRCA
Priority: High

Timeline: 2012 ‐ 2015

Satisfies Goal 2

Measure of Success:
♦ Successfully enhance gateways and transportation corridors, through
coordinated planting. Schedule and prioritize enhancements to gateways
identified in Schedule E Municipality of Port Hope Official Plan (Figure 4).
♦ In cooperation with all partners, improve and enhance welcoming signs and
structures through the planting of trees and shrubs.
♦ Tree maintenance and upgrades occur in the targeted welcoming areas in order
to preserve visual attraction.
♦ Establishment of long‐term partnerships with all levels of road agencies to
plant roadside trees.
♦ Create a program, in partnership with the GRCA, which engages private
landowners along transportation corridors in roadside tree planting (e.g.,
Municipality of Clarington’s Trees for Rural Roads).
♦ Collaboration with Downtown Revitalization Management Committee and
Waterfront and Harbour Working Group to implement approved concepts
involving tree planting in those areas.

MUNICIPAL FOREST MASTER PLAN
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Figure 4: Gateway locations
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Recommendation 4: Create community enthusiasm and commitment to trees through
the delivery of programs that involve the residents of the Municipality.
Purpose: In order to maintain and enhance the municipal forest cover public ownership
and commitment to trees needs to be fostered. This can be accomplished by engaging
youth and adults in education programs on the importance of trees (e.g., Trees of
Distinction program). In addition, programming could include “how to” guides and
activities such as species identification, tree planting, tree maintenance, and evaluation
of tree condition.
Encouragement of donations of commemorative trees in parks and cemeteries enhances
not only the forest cover but also public commitment to trees. Development of a
program for tree donations on other municipal properties in accordance with item 1.9 in
the TAC Terms of Reference (By‐law No.42/2011) and item 6 in the Tree Policy (adopted
by Resolution 31/2013) would accomplish the same objectives.
Partners: Municipality (Council, Works, Parks, Tourism), Tree and Environmental
Advisory Committees, Port Hope Public Library, GRCA, Willow Beach Field Naturalists,
Northumberland Stewardship, community groups, schools and private landowners
Priority: High

Timeline: 2012 ‐ 2020

Satisfies Goal 3

Measure of Success:
♦ Continuation of the Trees of Distinction program (see Appendix 1 for 2012
program results).
♦ Cooperative delivery of annual Earth Day activities and events.
♦ Celebration of National Tree Day in the Municipality.
♦ Ongoing engagement with local media, schools, the community and partners
regarding the value of trees.
♦ Preparation and delivery of educational programs about tree planting, invasive
species and diseases. e.g. “Citizens Guide to Care and Respect for Trees”
♦ Promotion of the Municipality’s Commemorative Tree and Bench Program
(Appendix 2) and the Cemetery Tree Policy (Appendix 3)
♦ Development and promotion of a tree donation program and policy for
Municipal properties not encompassed in Parks or Cemeteries programs.
♦ Increased tourism due to tree cover and recognition of the value of trees.
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Recommendation 5: Enhance maintenance and planting of trees on Municipal
properties.
Purpose: In order to strategically plan for future trees planting on municipal properties
and road allowances, a formal process needs to be created between municipal staff and
the TAC. This process will assist in creating annual work plans that deal with tree
planting, maintenance and removal/replacement. A formalized process will improve
communications between municipal staff and TAC members in regards to roles and
responsibilities related to tree maintenance, inspections, planting etc., in parks, in
existing developed areas, in new areas under development, and Port Hope Area
Initiative affected sites.
Partners: Municipal staff and TAC
Priority: High

Timeline: 2013 ‐ 2015

Satisfies Goal 1

Measure of Success:
♦ Creation of a planning document/process that defines short term and long
term roles and responsibilities of municipal staff, the TAC and their relationship.
♦ In the short term, appointment of a dedicated municipal staff field person to
implement maintenance and inspection activities under the Municipality’s Tree
Policy, advise the TAC on tree work orders received by Works and Engineering,
and ensure GIS/GPS tagging of Municipal trees.
♦ Enhanced communication regarding tree issues at the monthly TAC meetings
between municipal staff and TAC members.
♦ Annual review of Municipality’s Tree Policy and bi‐annual review of the
Roadside Vegetation Management Policy.
♦ Initially, tree handling (arborist/forestry) qualifications could be sought in new
Parks or Works applicants to existing staff positions. In the long term,
consideration should be given to a municipal staff position to deal with tree
related activities and issues.
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Recommendation 6: Develop a recommended, adaptable species list and priority
planting areas on Municipal properties.
Purpose: In order to ensure that municipal forests and tree cover maintains ecological
functions in light of larger stressors such as climate change, a recommended planting list
that is adaptable to climate changes needs to be created. This list should be developed
considering native and heritage tree species. In addition, municipal properties need to
be prioritized with detailed planting plans which should include ecological functions such
as corridors and linkages.
Partners: Municipal staff, TAC, GRCA
Priority: High

Timeline: 2014 ‐ 2020

Satisfies Goal 4

Measure of Success:
♦ Creation of a recommended species planting list, which can be modified as new
environmental stressors and municipal priorities are introduced.
♦ Creation of municipal property planting plans (e.g. parks, green spaces and
road right of ways).
♦ Complete urban municipal tree inventory with GIS data updated annually. This
inventory would permit planning for preservation of heritage trees and
enhance our understanding of native/non‐native species ratio and the
ecological functions of municipal trees.
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Recommendation 7: Establish and maintain an urban/rural tree coverage of 40%
Purpose: In order to achieve the vision of a renewed and dynamic community (private
and public) forest in the Municipality of Port Hope, the current overall tree cover
(canopy) of 35.36 % must be preserved and increased. Our Municipal forest canopy
faces many and increasing threats, particularly in the urban area of the Municipality.
Without an adequate forest canopy cover, Port Hope will not realize the many tangible
and intangible benefits trees provide, and the character of the Municipality will suffer.
The Emerald Ash Borer is one of our known threats. We have already been warned that
the Mountain Pine Beetle will wipe out most Pines as it heads east after successfully
leaping over the Rockies from its B.C. base. Another threat to existing forest canopy is
LLRW clean up when the Port Hope Area Initiative (PHAI) which will not practically be
able to replace fully mature trees that will be affected by the remediation activities. In
the rural area, farms are under economic pressures and many farm owners are clearing
woodlots to increase crop land. By being proactive and increasing tree planting on
Municipal property, we can prevent or lessen the effects of major threats yet to come.
Partners: Municipality, TAC and GRCA
Priority: High

Timeline: 2013‐2020

Satisfies Goal 1

Measure of success:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Tree Reserve Fund, including public, private partnerships donations and
compensation from PHAI, to be used to purchase additional trees to help achieve
an urban/rural tree coverage of 40%.
In 2014, investigate the potential to develop a Tree Nursery partnership or create
a Municipal Tree nursery at one of the Municipality of Port Hope gated properties
(e.g. Victoria St. N. yard, Sewage Treatment Plant lands, Water Treatment plant
lands, Canton Waste Transfer Site and Gravel pit lands). Substantial cost savings
could be achieved for the Annual Tree Planting Program. Summer students could
be utilized to help maintain the nursery.
Smaller (less costly) trees (possibly from the above‐mentioned Tree Nursery) can
be planted in areas that are not considered "urban streets”.
Promotion of other agency planting programs (e.g., the GRCA Tree Planting
Program).
Investigate the possibility of creating a tree protection by‐law/policy that
complements the Northumberland County Forest Conservation by‐law (e.g.,
protection to heritage trees and smaller acreage of forest).
Investigate a program that addresses adequate compensation resulting from the
loss of mature trees.
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7.0

Implementation and Funding

Recommendation

Timeline to
initiate/complete

Priority

Lead
Agency(s)

Secondary
Agency(s)

2013 ‐ 2015

Cost
(low <1K$,
medium
>1K$ <5K$,
high >5K$)
Low

1 Inventory all trees within
the urban area located on
municipally owned
properties including road
right‐of‐ways and parks
2 Create and implement a
natural heritage system
and strategy for the
Municipality of Port Hope
3 Enhance the entrances
to the Municipality
through transportation
corridor and
beautification planting.
4
Create
community
enthusiasm
and
commitment to trees
through the delivery of
programs that involve the
residents
of
the
Municipality.
5. Enhance Maintenance
and Planning for Trees on
Municipal Properties.
6 Develop a
recommended adaptable
species list and priority
planting areas on
Municipal Properties.
7. Establish and maintain
an appropriate target for
an Urban/Rural Tree
Canopy Coverage.

High

TAC
GRCA

Municipality

2013 ‐ 2014

Medium

Medium

TAC
GRCA

Municipality

2012 ‐ 2015

High

High

TAC

Municipality
MTO
County
GRCA

2012 ‐ 2020

Low

High

TAC
EAC
GRCA

Municipality

2013 ‐ 2015

Medium

High

TAC

Municipality

2014 ‐ 2020

Low

High

TAC
Municipality
GRCA

County
MTO

2013 ‐ 2020

Medium

High

TAC

Municipality
GRCA
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8.0

Next Steps

Approval
Obtain Municipal Council approval of the final version of the MFMP as submitted with
Staff Report.
Implementation
Implementation of the MFMP will include:
• Promotion of the principles and values contained within the MFMP.
• Development of an action plan by TAC and Municipal staff for each of measures
of success listed in seven recommendations. The action plan would include
implementation time lines, resourcing and associated costs to the Municipality.

9.0

Glossary

Biodiversity
The variety and variability of life as expressed through genes, species and ecosystems.
Connectivity
A measure of how connected or spatially continuous a corridor, network, or matrix is.
Structural connectivity is the placement of patch and corridor features in the landscape.
Corridor
A strip of a particular type that differs from the adjacent land on both sides. A linear
structural element in the landscape that provides movement opportunities for
organisms or ecological processes.
Ecological Health
The condition of an ecosystem, through its structure and functions, that permits the
maintenance of biological diversity, biotic integrity, and biological processes over time.
Green Infrastructure
Natural vegetation that collectively provides society with a broad array of products and
services for healthy living.
Habitat
The ecosystem(s) where a species lives, or the conditions within that ecosystem that a
species requires.
Liveability
Enhancing the quality of life for current and future generations.
Natural Heritage
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Includes geological features and landforms; associated terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems; their plant species, populations and communities; and all native animal
species, their habitats and sustaining environment.
Natural Heritage System
A system made up of natural heritage features and areas, linked by natural corridors
which are necessary to maintain biological and geological diversity, natural functions,
viable populations of indigenous species and ecosystems.
Species at Risk
Species that have been defined as endangered, threatened, or special concern by federal
or provincial government.
Stewardship
An ethic that embodies the responsible planning and management of resources.
Sustainabilty
Maintaining and promoting a healthy and prosperous community environment..
Terrestrial
On or relating to the earth. Land dwelling as opposed to aquatic.
Watershed
The area of land that drains into a river, lake, or other water body.
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http://www.grca.on.ca/downloads/terrestrialecology/GRCA%20NHS%20FINAL%20Octob
er%202013.pdf
Municipal Forest Master Plan Development
Municipality of Port Hope Council Resolution 47/2012 and information report July 23,
2013 5.1.5 S. Baldock, Roads Supervisor regarding Draft Municipal Forest Master Plan
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Tree Advisory Committee Composition and Mandate
Municipality of Port Hope By‐law No.33/2013 and By‐law No. 42/2011
Port Hope Tree Policy
Municipality of Port Hope Resolution 31/2013
Roadside Vegetation Management Policy
Municipality of Port Hope By‐law No. 58/2009
County of Northumberland By‐Law 54‐09 Promoting good Forestry Practices and
Maintenance of Woodlands
Municipality of Pot Hope Official Plan
http://www.porthope.ca/en/doingbusiness/resources/OP_Text_Dec_4‐08.pdf
Municipality of Clarington Trees for Rural Roads Program
http://www.clarington.net/htdocs/documents/Planning/Rural%20Roads%20Tree%20
Planting%20Program.pdf
References
Ontario Urban Forest Council – Urban Forest Benefits, Protection and Conservation.
http://www.oufc.org/tree‐protection
Trees Canada http://treecanada.ca/en/programs/national‐tree‐day
Ontario Heritage Trust – Various documents on Preserving Heritage Trees and
Landscapes
http://www.heritagetrust.on.ca/Conservation/Natural‐heritage.aspx
A strategy for Canada’s urban forests by W.A. Kenney
JULY/AUGUST 2003, VOL. 79, NO. 4, THE FORESTRY CHRONICLE
URBAN FOREST STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE CITY OF PETERBOROUGH
http://www.peterborough.ca/Assets/City+Assets/Public+Works/Documents/Final+Ur
ban+Forestry+Plan.pdf?method=1
Oakville Urban Forest Plan http://www.oakville.ca/townhall/north‐oakville‐urban‐
forest‐strategic‐management‐plan.html
Town of Cobourg – Tree Preservation Bylaw 020‐2006
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Appendices
Appendix 1

Trees of Distinction 2012 Nominations and Awards

The Trees of Distinction program was initiated in September 2012 and supported by Port
Hope Municipal Council (Resolution No. 122/2012). A donation from Ontario Power
Generation towards this public education initiative under the MFMP process was also
approved by Council to be used for publication, advertising and promotional program
costs.

NOMINATIONS RECEIVED

A total of 16 trees were nominated. Two trees were nominated by two different
residents.
Nominator
Tree location
Species
Category
Art Marvin
Marvindale Farm
Eastern hemlock Size Matters
Art Marvin
Marvindale Farm
Sugar maple
Remarkable Tree
Art Marvin
Marvindale Farm
Red Oak
Size Matters
Art Marvin
Marvindale Farm
Eastern White Pine Size Matters
Art Marvin
Marvindale Farm
Silver Maple
The Story and Size
Art Marvin
Marvindale Farm
White Ash
Size Matters
Art Marvin
Marvindale Farm
Sugar Maple
Size Matters
Graham Brown Beech Hill Road,Ward 2
Beech
The Story Behind It
Mrs. A. Dudas
Kings Field
Red Oak
Size Matters
Andrea Patterson NE corner Bramley &Bruton Silver Maple
Size Matters
Stuart Grainger TCS Eastend main entrance Red Oak
The Story Behind It
Stuart Grainger TCS in front of Boulden House White Ash
Size Matters
Michelle Magder 91 John Street
Tulip
Remarkable Tree
Rick Brooks
Choate Rd. allowance
Pine
Remarkable Tree
David Houston Kings Field
Red Oak
Size Matters
Dianne Heard
TCS Eastend Main entrance Red Oak
Remarkable Tree
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SELECTED NOMINATIONS
The nominations were reviewed by members of the TAC (Stu Linton,Dieter Franke,
Graham Moore, Sue Stickley and Val Deziel). Following are the 2012 Trees of Distinction
selections in each category as recommended by the TAC members:
Category: Size Matters (largest and likely oldest nominee of a species):
Eastern Hemlock at Marvindale Farms (Art Marvin)
Red Oak on Kings Field (two nominators – David Houston, Mrs. A Dudas)
White Ash in front of Boulden House at TCS (Stuart Grainger)
Category: The Story Behind It:
Red Oak at TCS main entrance (two nominators‐ Stuart Grainger, Diane Heard)
Silver Maple at Marvindale Farms (Art Marvin, also qualifies in Size Matters)
Beech Trees on Beech Hill Road (Graham Brown)
Category: Remarkable Tree:
Tulip tree at 91 John Street (Michelle Magder)
Pine on Choate Road allowance (Rick Brooks)

April 2013 – Port Hope Council Meeting. Nominators and Owners of 2012 Trees of
Distinction were presented with certificates from the Municipality of Port Hope by
Mayor Linda Thompson (Second from left).
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Appendix 2

Commemorative Tree and Bench Program
Municipality of Port Hope
Commemorative Tree and Bench Program
Department of Parks, Recreation and Culture

The Municipality of Port Hope is pleased to offer a Commemorative Tree and Bench program to honor a
loved one. Your bench or tree will enhance the park setting for all to enjoy while preserving the legacy of
a family member or friend.
Trees
The tree species and varieties are selected based on the park and its location.
Parks, Recreation and Culture staff will work with you to determine the potential
tree location. Final location, specific type and size of tree will be determined by
staff, having regard to the Municipal Tree Policy. The location is dependent on
the Departments needs and its compatibility and access to other amenities. Your
donation of a tree helps to beautify the natural environment for years to come.
Pricing: Donation for a tree is $350 (plus HST). This includes the purchase and
planting of the tree as well as any required maintenance.
Plaque Design & Inscription: In recognition of your gift, a personalized 6”x12”
grey granite stone can be purchased for $250 (plus HST) which includes the
installation.
If you are interested in more information, please contact the Parks, Recreation
and Culture Department – Trevor Clapperton, Parks
Manager (905) 885‐8760 – tclapperton@porthope.ca.
Please complete the attached Commemorative Tree
and Bench Program Request. Submit along with a
cheque or money order payable to 'Municipality of
Port Hope’. Please mail cheque and form to address
indicated on the form.
Written confirmation will follow after installation is
completed.
Donations may be eligible for charitable receipts for
income tax purposes.
The donated benches and trees become the property
of the Municipality. Maintenance of the benches and
trees are subject to the Department maintenance schedules and as such cannot be given priority over
other park maintenance.
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Appendix 3

Cemetery Tree Program
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